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Notes on contributors
YOHANN DOUET (Philosophy Department, Université Paris Nanterre)
has published on such 20th century Marxists as Althusser, Gramsci,
Poulantzas and the Vietnamese philosopher Trần Đức Thảo.
GIANMARCO FIFI, now tutoring in political economy at Warwick University’s Department of Politics and International Studies, has published
on the dynamics of Gramsci’s concept of passive revolution
DARIO GENTILI teaches moral philosophy at the Università di Roma
Tre. He has published recently on the passage from workerism to
biopolitics, and the changes in the spatial determination of power.
JAN LOHEIT is based at the Friedrich Schiller University, Jena: His fields
of research include cultural studies, modern aesthetics and the literaturesociety nexus in the post-communist situation.
MAURIZIO PALA, a member of the IGJ’s advisory board, teaches
comparative literature at Cagliari and, among other things, has written
widely on post-colonialism, post-modernism and Gramsci.
INGO POHN-LAUGGAS is at the Institut für Romanistik (Wien), and has
published on early modernists and the early cinema through to popular
culture as understood in Gramsci, Williams, Hall etc.
MATTHIAS SCHMIDT teaches new German literature at the Institut für
Germanistik (Wien); among the authors in his fields of interest are
Brecht, Benjamin and Siegfried Kracauer.
PETER D. THOMAS is a political philosopher presently teaching at the
University of West London, and is a member of the editorial boards and
committees of the IGJ and of Historical Materialism.
FRANK VOIGT has edited manuscripts of Benjamin, and now lectures in
German Studies at Emory University, Georgia (USA), where he is a
visiting scholar at the Tam Institute of Jewish Studies.
BIRGIT WAGNER, of the IGJ’s advisory board, is professor at the
Institut für Romanistik (Wien); she has written extensively on translation, including cultural translation (with a Gramscian input), as well as
in the Romance and comparative literature fields and film.
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